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Abstract 
As a result of language contact and influence, the English language contains a 

significant amount of lexical items borrowed from other languages. Whilst the 

borrowing of inflectional morphology is not very common, English does use several 

Latin plurals in their original form. However, these plurals often have an angliziced 

counterpart and the distinction of when which plural should be used is seldom clear. 

This paper examines the Latin and English plural forms for the fours nouns cactus, 

nebula, millennium and vortex. This is done with the ambition to provide an overview 

of how the two plural forms are being used in contemporary written American English, 

in comparison with the existing recommendations of usage, as well as how this use has 

changed diachronically. The study is a quantitative corpus study using the two corpora 

COHA and COCA with a complimentary qualitative analysis based on random samples 

for each of the plural forms. The results show that in three of the cases, the Latin plural 

has been the preferred plural form over the last 200 years and remains the most 

popularly used today. However, in the fourth case, the English plural was the preferred 

one over the last two centuries with a drastic change in distribution over the last two 

decades which indicates that the plural pair has undergone a hyper-foreignization 

process. The results show a unanimous preference for the Latin noun within certain 

categories, such as academic and magazines, which could be a possible indication for 

code-switching behaviour. Additionally, the results indicate that Latin nouns whose 

meaning has a strong connection to the scientific field have undergone a lesser initial 

angliziation process. This corresponds with the existing recommendations of usage that 

express a general preference for the Latin plurals, especially within academic fields and 

language.   
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1. Introduction 

The development of a language is not an isolated process. Quite on the contrary, 

languages develop and evolve as a result of contact with other languages and their 

speakers. English is no exception to this rule and examples of borrowing can be found 

on all grammatical levels, such as in derivational morphology where Latin traces can be 

found in the agentive suffix -er (Hock & Joseph, 2009, p. 243). Whilst loanwords might 

be the first thing that comes to mind when thinking of borrowing, the linguistic items 

that are borrowed are traditionally lexemes rather than complete word forms (Carstairs-

McCarthy, 2018). This means that the borrowed lexeme is typically equipped with new 

inflections created in accordance with the recipient language rather than maintaining its 

original ones. As a consequence of the general focus of borrowing being on words, 

borrowing as a concept is generally studied from a lexical point of view. This general 

approach leaves a gap in the existing research from other perspectives, such as a 

morphological one (Hacken & Panocová, 2020), and could be the explanation for the 

lack of research within this area.  

 Even though the borrowing of inflectional morphology is a rare 

occurrence, there are a handful of languages from which English has borrowed nominal 

inflection, Latin being one of these (Bauer, Liber & Plag, 2013). The use of borrowed 

Latin plurals can be seen as quite problematic in some senses, especially for language 

learners, since there are several cases where another plural form, created according to 

English inflectional structures, is being used, seemingly, identically to one another. In 

some of these occurrences of double nominal inflection, there are recommendations for 

use available in dictionaries (for example, Garners Modern English Usage), such as the 

preferred use of formulas over formulae in all contexts but scientific (Garner, 2016, p. 

408). However, these indications are made on a case by case basis and do not indicate 

any general pattern of use for Latin nominal inflection (Bauer, Liber & Plag, 2013). 

Additionally, there are plenty of cases of double nominal inflections where no 

indications of use can be found, and the speaker is left to guess in which contexts each 

of the forms is correctly used (Bauer, Liber & Plag, 2013). 

In addition to a lack of guidelines, there is a lack of research on whether or 

not the indications that do exist are actually followed by the language users. In order to 

fill this research gap, this study will analyse the use of four borrowed Latin plurals that 

have a corresponding English plural that is actively used in American English 
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(henceforth AmE). The nouns included in this study are cactus, millennium, vortex and 

nebula, with each noun representing one of the Latin inflectional patterns commonly 

found in English. This is done with the ambition to provide an overview of the actual 

language use in this English variety and to identify any possible patterns in this use.  

 

1.1 Aim and Research Questions 

The purpose of this study is to provide an overview of the contemporary use of 

borrowed Latin nominal inflection in American English as well as examine this use has 

changed over the last 200 years. Specifically, the study will focus on the use of Latin 

plurals and English plurals in cases where a borrowed Latin noun has both forms that 

are actively being used. The four nouns whose plural forms will be analysed are cactus, 

nebula, millennium and vortex. 

 

• How has the use of the two plural forms for cactus, nebula, millennium, and 

vortex changed over time? 

• How does the actual language usage of the two plural forms for cactus, nebula, 

millennium, and vortex in AmE correspond with the existing recommendations?  

• How are the Latin plural forms for cactus, nebula, millennium, and vortex used 

in contemporary written American English compared to their anglicised 

counterparts? 

 

2. Background 

2.1 Nominal Inflection 

Don (2014) summarises the concept of inflection as “the construction of different word-

forms from a common base with the same semantics” (p. 21). In the case of nominal 

inflection, there are several morphosyntactic categories that can affect its construction. 

These morphosyntactic categories include, for example, noun cases and gender, which 

makes it possible for the pluralization structure to differ between languages (Don, 

2014).  
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2.1.1 Pluralization in English 
Nominal inflection in English can be seen as rather simplistic. This is because English 

lacks noun cases, which means that the noun remains the same despite possible 

differences in the syntactic context in which the noun appears or syntactic functions the 

noun may have (Don, 2014). Similarly, English nouns do not have a gender system 

which further simplifies the pluralization process and leaves it only affected by the 

category ‘number’, in which the only two values are singular and plural. Plurality in 

English is thus most commonly morphologically expressed with the suffix <-s> or, 

alternatively, the allomorph <-es> depending on the phonological context (Don, 2014). 

However, these are all orthographically represented with an s. In addition to this, there 

are several irregular plural forms in English. The structure of these are not relevant for 

this study, but it is worth mentioning that plural forms that have been borrowed into 

English from another language are generally categorised as irregular forms (Don, 2014).  

 

2.1.2 Pluralization in Latin 
Pluralization in Latin can, to a native English speaker, seem rather confusing. Unlike 

English, Latin has several morphosyntactic categories for nominal inflection and the 

plural forms are therefore affected by declension, case and gender (Panhuis, 2006). 

There are five classes of declensions, three grammatical genders (masculine, feminine 

and neuter) and six cases (nominative, vocative, genitive, dative, accusative and 

ablative) that all affect the pluralization process of nouns (Panhuis, 2006). A deeper 

analysis of the pluralization process, including aspects such as noun borrowing from 

Greek, won’t be included here due to the limitations of the study, but the inflectional 

patterns that can commonly be found in English are included in table 1 here below.  

 

Inflectional patterns Singular Nominative 

Plural 

Feminine First Declension Nouns 
 
 
 

Masculine Second Declension Nouns 

 

 

-a 

Larva 

Formula 

-us 

Alumnus 

Stimulus 

-ae 

Larvae 

Formulae 

-i 

Alumni 

Stimuli 
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Neuter Second Declension Nouns 

 

 

Feminine Third Declension Nouns 

 

-um 

Bacterium 

Curriculum 

-x 

Appendix 

Matrix 

-a 

Bacteria 

Curricula 

-ces 

Appendices 

Matrices 

 Table 1. Latin nominals commonly found in English 

 (Based on Bauer, Liber & Plag, 2013, p. 137-139 and Panhuis, 2006) 

 

In table 1, the Latin inflectional patterns that have been part of inflectional borrowing to 

English have been presented, excluding irregular forms. The data is based on Bauer, 

Liber & Plag (2013) and cross referenced with Panhuis (2006) in order to specify the 

grammatical properties of these nominals. As can be seen, the borrowed nouns have 

differing genders and declensions, but since Latin plurals are generally only borrowed 

in their nominative form, only this case has been included.  

 

2.2 Borrowing 

When discussing the concept of borrowing, loanwords is the most common term used to 

refer to the borrowed lexical items due to the majority of these borrowings concerning 

lexemes (Campbell, 2013). However, there are a few other processes that need to be 

defined in order to carry through a complete descriptive analysis of the plural forms of 

cactus, millennium, vortex and nebula. These concepts have been included in this 

background study as they are possible explanations to the morphological relationship 

between Latin plurals and their corresponding English plurals as well as any observable 

diachronic change.  

 

2.2.1 Codeswitching 
Codeswitching can be defined as the alteration of language within a conversation and is 

generally researched with a contextual and structural focus in order to identify general 

patterns of use (Matras, 2009). Muysken (2000) presents a distinction between two 

different aspects of codeswitching – one commonly referred to as alternational and one 

as insertional. The former refers to the switching of languages between separate 
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utterances whilst the latter refers to the use of a word or foreign expression within an 

utterance. According to Matras (2009, p. 105) the study of codeswitching assumes that 

“language alternation is not entirely arbitrary, but that it is driven by various levels of 

control over language processing” and that the switches may be motivated by several 

different factors. These factors may include everything from language productivity, or 

effective language production, to stylistic effect and the desire to evoke certain 

emotions or reactions based on connotations connected to language use (Matras, 2009). 

Some research has been made regarding the relationship between foreign 

plurals and codeswitching. For example, Italian nouns have been argued to be clearly 

related to certain domanis, such as musical terminology, and have therefore been 

claimed to not be part of English inflection at all (Bauer, Liber & Plag, 2013). Whilst it 

is not stated whether this applies to plural forms borrowed from other languages, it does 

provide a possibility for a similar pattern to be discovered.  

 

2.3 Nativization and Hyper-Foreignization  

After a borrowing has taken place, a new question arises regarding how to integrate this 

new word, or lexeme, into the linguistic structure of its new language. Hock and Joseph 

(2009) calls this process of adjustment nativization. Whilst nativization might be most 

commonly used with reference to the phonological changes necessary to make a new 

lexeme pronounceable (Hock and Joseph, 2009), it is applicable to all aspects of 

linguistics. For example, structural nativization is talked about when discussing the 

possibilities of altering certain grammatical aspects of a word to be more similar to the 

recipient language, such as affix changes done with morphological motivations (Hock 

and Joseph, 2009). This type of nativization requires grammatical similarities between 

the original language and the recipient language when it comes to the item in question.  

Schneider (2003) claims that linguistic developments follow from social 

and politic changes, and that this process can be witnessed in, amongst other aspects, 

nativization. This process can be connected to the concept of prestige, which is a 

prominent factor in whether or not language speakers feel the need to integrate a lexical 

item to a greater extent. For example, if a borrowing takes place from a language which 

is considered to have high prestige, historically in English this could be, for example, 

French or Latin (Hock & Joseph, 2009), the language speakers may be less inclined to 
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put the lexical item through an anglicization process since the connection with the 

original language is seen as a something positive.  

However, the prestigious influence might instead lead to hyper-

foreignization. Hyper-foreignization is the opposite of nativization, and can be defined 

as a type of hyper correction done by ordinary language speakers in order to make a 

lexical item seem closer to its perceived original form, which can be seen as the result 

of the prestigious influence of other languages. This hyper-foreignization can be 

motivated by an overgeneralisation of foreign grammar rules, for example when the 

French coup de grâce is mispronounced as [ku də gra] due to the thought that the rule of 

dropping the final consonants is applicable at all times (Hock & Joseph, 2013, p. 257).  

However, hyperforeignisms do not have to be motivated by prestige, it might simply be 

a misconception of the perception of a foreign grammar, such as the popularized no 

problemo, which might be a result of a misconception of Spanish morphological 

structures (Hock & Joseph, 2013). 

 

3. Material and Method 

This is a corpus-based study conducted within the theoretical framework of descriptive 

linguistics (henceforth DL). DL aims to systematically explain how language is used 

based on empirical analyses. Whilst being closely related to other linguistic sub-

disciplines, DL focuses on structural properties of languages and all results are based on 

observable structures (François & Ponsonnet, 2013). However, since DL mainly focuses 

on language use in a particular moment in time (François & Ponsonnet, 2013), the study 

is complemented with diachronic methods, that is, an analysis of “the structure of 

language from a succession of dates in the past” (Radford, 1999, p. 17) in order to 

identify any change in the use of those structural features over time.  

 

3.1 Corpus Linguistics 

A corpus can be broadly defined as “a body or collection of linguistic(textual) data for 

use in scholarship and research” (Malmkjær, 2010, p. 104) or “a collection of texts 

assumed to be representative of a given language put together so it can be used for 
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linguistic analysis” (Tognini Bonelli, 2001, p. 2). The general consensus is that the 

contents of a corpus represents an authentic language. The term corpus linguistics is 

generally used for research that depends on computer corpora (Malmkjær, 2010) and 

that uses these collections of texts in order to, for example, analyze patterns in the 

language. These analyses can be done both through quantitative methods such as 

frequency analysis, as well as qualitative aspects such as close readings of the entries 

(Biber et al., 1998).  

 For this study, the data will be collected from two corpora. The Corpus of 

Historical American English (Davies, 2010-, henceforth COHA) contains more than 

400 million words at the time of writing, making it the largest comparable historical 

corpus (COHA). The corpus is balanced for each decade and covers the time period 

1810 – 2000 with searches being comparable by decades. The genres included in the 

corpus are fiction, popular magazines, newspapers and academic prose (Lee, 2010).  

The Corpus of Contemporary American English (Davies, 2008-. 

Henceforth COCA) contains more than one billion words from 1990 to 2019 and is 

designed to have new data added regularly, keeping the corpus relevant for a 

contemporary analysis (Lee, 2010). The corpus covers the eight genres spoken, fiction, 

popular magazines, newspapers, academic texts, TV and Movie subtitles, blogs and 

other web pages (COCA). However, since the spoken register is mainly compiled of 

transcripts from broadcast interviews and such, it could be argued that the corpus lacks 

representation of informal conversation (Lee, 2010). The searches in the corpus are 

comparable by genre and year.   

This study focuses solely on the language use in written American English 

since the corpora chosen contains a larger amount of written material in comparison to 

spoken. The decision to solely focus on the American variety was made after a pilot 

study where the plural forms were searched for in various contemporary corpora with 

public access, covering several English varieties (such as the British National Corpora 

(BNC) and the Strathy Corpus). Due to the relatively infrequent use of the borrowed 

Latin nouns, the corpora with fewer entries (for example, the BNC with 100 million 

words and the Strathy Corpus with 50 million words) did not provide sufficient sample 

sizes to conduct a context analysis based on random samples. This lack of material 

would have made these corpora difficult to use in order to conduct a comparative 

analysis, which is why the American corpora were chosen instead. 
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3.2 Latin Nouns 

One limitation when it comes to the selection of material to analyse in this comparative 

study is that in some cases the meaning differs between the Latin plural and the English 

plural, such as antennas referring to electronics while antennae refers to appendages on 

the head of insects (Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech & Svartvik, 1985). Analysing the use of 

such pairs would not provide the desired overview of the parallel use of Latin and 

English plurals and has therefore been avoided. Additionally, Latin nouns that were 

originally loan words from other languages and therefore do not follow the regular Latin 

pluralisation patterns, such as the Greek octopus, and Latin plurals that have been 

reanalysed as singulars in English, such as data and algae (Huddleston & Pullum, 

2002), have also not been included.  

The four nouns chosen for this study are cactus, nebula, millennium and 

vortex. They were chosen due to their relative commonness compared to other borrowed 

Latin nouns, which is necessary in order to facilitate a corpus study, as well as having 

both a Latin plural form and an English plural form that are actively in use (Quirk et al., 

1985). Additionally, these nouns were chosen to represent the different Latin 

pluralization patterns, with one noun belonging to each of the patterns presented in 

§2.1.2, in order to cover possible differences between different inflectional patterns. In 

Appendix A, definitions of each of the nouns can be found along with etymological 

information and the existing recommendations of use based on entries from Garner’s 

Modern Language Usage (Garner, 2016), henceforth Garner, and the Cambridge Guide 

to English Usage (Peters, 2004), henceforth Cambridge. 

 

3.3 Data Collection and Analysis  

The data collected from the corpora has been analysed in two different ways. The 

diachronic change was studied through a frequency analysis, calculated through 

normalised frequency (Evison, 2010). The data for the diachronic change was, as 

mentioned in §3.1, collected from COHA and the time period that was be looked at 

covering 1830 – 2000. The starting date, 1830, was chosen due to it being the decade 

where the majority of the plurals analysed in this study had their first token hits and the 

choosing of a later decade would therefore not provide a complete overview of the 

diachronic change. 
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The data for contemporary use was collected from COCA. Since the study 

aims to look at contemporary written American English, the sub-categories blog, 

fiction, magazines, news and academic were therefore chosen as basis for the data 

collection in order to provide a complete overview of different aspects of the written 

register. The collected data was then analysed thorough frequency distribution as well 

as a close analysis. The token frequency distribution has been calculated through 

normalising per million words in order to enable a comparison of use within various 

genres.  

As well as a frequency analysis, a context analysis was conducted in order 

to further investigate the specific details of the contemporary use. For this purpose, a 

KWIC (key word in context) concordance analysis was conducted, based on 40 random 

samples per plural noun. Whilst some may argue that this is a small sample size, it is the 

largest amount of data that could be collected in order to assure that all samples are 

indeed random, due to the lack of available data for a few of the analysed plurals. A 

KWIC concordance search provides a data search where the target word is displayed 

with its preceding and following context, often accompanied with aspects such as a 

listing of collocations as well as the collocational strength (Malmkjær, 2010). In §4 the 

concordance data has been summarised into tables containing categories relevant for the 

recommendations of use for each of the plural forms in order to identify patterns of 

language use.  

 

 

4. Results 

4.1 Cactuses and Cacti 

Whilst cacti seems to be the preferred plural form over time, a preference for cactuses 

can be observed in the 1840s and 1850s. Following these two decades, the use of 

cactuses is fairly consistent over time, with a peak in the recent years. Through the data 

collected from COHA, two distinct patterns can be observed for the general frequency 

distribution.  
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Figure 1. Tokens per million words/ decade for cactuses and cacti. COHA. 

 

As can be seen in figure 1 above, the first pattern is the correlation of increased use 

between both plural forms, that is, an increase of use in both plural forms during the 

same decades, such as in the 1840s and 1990s, as well as a decrease of use in the 1880s, 

whilst one of the plurals still has a clear majority when it comes to frequency of use. 

The second pattern is quite the opposite, a clear increase in use for one of the plural 

forms whilst the use of the other decreased, such as in the 1910s and the 1970s. For 

comparison, peaks in the general use of cactus in singular peaked (with a frequency per 

million words succeeding the mean of 3,79) in the 1890s, 1920s and 1990s.  
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Figure 2. Tokens per million words/ category - contemporary for cactuses and cacti. COCA. 

 

The contemporary use shows a general preference for the Latin plural form. As can be 

seen in figure 2, cacti has a total number of 542 tokens (in the chosen categories) whilst 

cactuses has a total number of 138 tokens, making the ratio of use 4:1. In accordance 

with the observable patterns in the historical overview, a general correlation of use can 

be seen between the two forms. In the categories with the most tokens for cacti, fiction 

and magazines, there is also a larger number of tokens for cactuses. Similarly, in the 

categories academic and blogs, there are fewer tokens for both the Latin plural and the 

English plural. The exception for this pattern can be found in the category news where 

the distribution between the two is fairly similar.    

According to Cambridge, there are two variables that affect the 

recommended use of the two plural forms – whether the noun is used within the 

botanical field in general or when referring to specific plants. Three categories (use as a 

specific type of cactus, with a numeral determiner and general use) have been included 

in an analysis of 40 random samples from COCA. These three categories are meant to 

reflect the recommended use as suggested by Cambridge.  

 

Table 2. Contemporary use for cactuses/cacti based on 40 random samples (COCA).  

 CACTUSES CACTI 

SPECIFIC SPECIES 17,5% (7) 30% (12) 

WITH NUMERAL 

DETERMINER 

2,5% (1) 10% (4) 

GENERAL 80% (32) 60% (24) 

 

As can be seen in table 2, cacti is preferred when it comes to specific species, with 30% 

of the samples falling within this category compared to 17,5% of the samples for 

cactuses. The other specific indication, a numeral determiner, is also more frequent with 

the Latin plural than the English plural whilst the English plural is more commonly used 

in general.   
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(1) If you move cactuses outside in the warm months, take your time 

acclimating them to sunlight. (COCA).  

 

The definition of the term general used in this study is referring to a lack of additional 

specification accompanying the plural noun. In example 1 above, one such construction 

has been presented. In this example there is a distinct lack of both specifications 

regarding the species of the cactuses in question as well as a numeral determiner which 

makes any other classification than general use difficult.  

 

4.2 Nebulas and Nebulae  

 

When it comes to the two plural forms for nebula, it is clear that the Latin plural has 

been preferred over time, with barely any tokens for the English plural available in 

COHA.  

 

 

Figure 3. Tokens per million words/ decade for nebulas and nebulae. COHA. 

 

The first decade with hits for the two plural forms, the 1940s, provides the only peak in 

use for the English plural form as well as one of the three major peaks for the Latin 

plural form. After this initial peak, the English plural form has no hits for the majority 
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of the decades until the end of the 20th century, with the general preference being clearly 

in favour of the Latin plural. However, the use of nebulae seems rather inconsistent 

since even the use for this preferred plural form varies significantly between the decades 

with high peaks followed by periods with barely any tokens available. For comparison, 

the use of singular nebula peaks in the 1990s (with 8.45 tokens per million words 

compared to the mean of 3.09) there are no similar peaks in the 1840s or 1930s where 

the tokens per million words were 1.83 and 1.23 respectively.  

 

 
Figure 4. Tokens per million words/ category - contemporary for nebulas and nebulae. COCA. 

 

In figure 4, the preference for nebulae is further confirmed. Nebulae has a significant 

majority in both the category magazines and academic, two categories with barely any 

hits for nebulas. However, in the categories fiction and news this preference is not as 

clear. In the category news, there is a distinct lack of both forms, with the division of 

the few plurals used being quite equal. Similarly, in the category fiction the two plural 

forms are used the same amount of times without a clear preference for either. The total 

number of hits for nebulae is 1021 tokens while the total number for nebulas is 61, 

making the ratio of use 17:1.  

In the random samples collected from COCA, the plural forms are used in 

four distinct ways. These include as part of a list with other astronomical terms, as a 

specific type of nebulas/nebulae, with a descriptive adjective such as glowing or distant 
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or as a literary award (the Nebulas) as well as a general use where no clear pattern can 

be observed. 

 
 
Table 3. Contemporary use for nebulas/nebulae based on 40 random samples (COCA).  

 NEBULAS NEBULAE 

PART OF A LIST 20% (8) 40% (16) 

SPECIFIC TYPE 7,5% (3) 32,5% (15) 

WITH AN ADJECTIVE 17,5% (7) 10% (4) 

AWARD 10% (4) 0 

GENERAL 45% (18) 12,5% (5) 

 
 

As can be seen in table 3, nebulae is most frequently used either when referring to a 

specific type of nebulae or as a part of a list with other astronomical terms. Nebulas is 

more common when it comes to being used with a descriptive adjective as well as in a 

general sense (see example 2 below). In addition to this, only nebulas is used in the 

award category since it is the name of a science fiction literary award.  

 
(2) He guessed the nebulas might be clouds of material that would 

condense […] (COCA).  

(3) These data have dropped the nebulas estimated age from 30,000 years 

[…] (COCA).  

 
 
As can be seen in example 3 above, there is a possibility that a construction with 

nebulas and a preceding definite article can be a singular possessive, in this example 

indicating that the age is estimated for a single nebula. Whilst none of these singular 

constructions were present in the random samples, there remains a possibility that such 

constructions are included in the total amount of tokens in figure 3 and figure 4 which 

can be seen as a potential source of error for this data. 
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4.3 Millenniums and Millennia  

For the neuter second declension noun millennium, a distinct distribution from the 

previous two nouns can be observed. Rather than the Latin plural being most commonly 

used, the English plural seems to have been preferred until the mid 20th century. When 

approaching the turn of the millennium, especially from the 1970s to the 2000s, this 

distribution changed rather drastically and millennia became more frequent while the 

use of millenniums declined.  

 

Figure 5. Tokens per million words/ decade for millenniums and millennia. COHA. 

 

In accordance with the development over the last three decades presented in figure 5, 

figure 6 shows a similar distribution as could be expected by the trend of increasing 

preference for millennia. Millennia is the most frequently preferred in all the observed 

categories, in most categories with a large advantage over millenniums. The only slight 

difference to this is in the category of news, where the Latin plural is still preferred, but 

with a smaller difference between the two forms. Overall, millennia has a total token 

number of 1889 and millenniums a total token number of 88, which means that the ratio 

of use is 21:1. 
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Figure 6. Tokens per million words/ category - contemporary for millenniums and millennia. 

COCA. 

 

Whilst there are no precise contexts specified for the recommended use of the different 

plural forms, three distinct patterns can be identified in the random samples collected 

for these two plural nouns. These patterns include the use of a specific number of 

millenniums/millennia (use with numeral determiner), the use together with another 

period of time (a conjugative example being centuries and millenniums/millennia and a 

comparative example being centuries or millenniums/millennia) and a general use with 

neither of these attributes.  

 

Table 3. Contemporary use for millenniums/millennia based on 40 random samples (COCA).  

 MILLENNIUMS MILLENNIA 

NUMERAL DETERMINER 17,5% (7) 5% (2) 

CONJ./COMP. 42,5% (17) 30% (12) 

GENERAL 40% (16) 65% (26) 

 

As can be seen in table 3, the distribution between the categories is distinct for the two 

plural forms. The percentage of the random samples belonging to the first two 

categories, that is, use with a numeral determiner and in reference to another period of 
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time, is larger for the English plural whilst a larger percentage of the samples for the 

Latin plural belong the general category.  

 

(4) While dozens of philosophers have struggled for millennia with 

attempts to directly […] (COCA).  

(5) […] understanding what happened to Mars over the millennia. 

(COCA).  

 

Both example 4 and 5 above have been classified as general use, indicating that this 

category consists of distinct constructions. In example 4, millennia has not been 

specified in any way whilst it in example 5 is accompanied by a definite article. 

However, in this case the use of the definite article has not been considered restraining 

or specifying enough to constitute its own category since the intended interpretation is 

similar to that in example 4.  

 

4.4 Vortexes and Vortices  

The plural forms of vortex are the least used ones out of the plural nouns in this study. 

As can be seen in figure 7 below, the use of the two plural forms has been rather 

inconsistent. Whilst the Latin plural has a clear preference over the decades, in some 

decades, such as in the 1860s, and the 1890s, the frequency distribution of the two 

forms is fairly similar. During latter years, especially the 1960s and the 2000s, the 

distribution is close to identical, indicating no real preference but rather an even use of 

the two forms. This is a rather drastic contrast to the previous years, such as the 1940s, 

where a clear peak in the use of vortices can be observed in comparison to no tokens of 

vortexes.  
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Figure 7. Tokens per million words/ decade for vortexes and vortices. COHA 

 

In likeness with nebulae and millennia, vortices is clearly favoured in the categories 

magazines and academic. However, whilst vortexes is barely used at all within the 

academic category, magazines is the largest category for the English plural. 

Additionally, there is an observable preference for the English plural in the category 

news. A general preference for vortices can be observed with the total number of tokens 

being 233 while the total number of tokens for vortexes is 54, making the ratio of use 

4:1.  

 

Figure 8. Tokens per million words/ category - contemporary for vortexes and vortices. COHA. 
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After a close analysis of the random samples for these two plural forms, two distinct 

types of use have been identified. These include a concrete reference to vortex as a 

weather phenomenon, typically in either wind or water, and an abstract meaning related 

to a bad situation, most commonly used in literary or spiritual contexts.  

 

Table 4. Contemporary use for vortexes/vortices based on 40 random samples (COCA).  

 VORTEXES VORTICES 

CONCRETE 75% (30) 97,5% (39) 

ABSTRACT 25% (10) 2,5% (1) 

 
 

As can be seen in table 4 above, vortexes is the preferred plural form to use when it 

comes to abstract contexts where the word is used in a metaphorical sense whereas 

vortices is preferred in concrete contexts where the intended meaning is referring to 

vortex in a scientific sense.  

 

(6) We are in one of the great vortexes of history now […] (COCA).  

(7) forever exploring her inner life through self-help regimens, various 

gurus and vortexes. (COCA) 

 

In the two examples above, the two common uses of vortexes in abstract ways have 

been included. In example 6 it has been used in a literary sense whilst it is used in a 

spiritual context in example 7.  

 

5. Discussion 

5.1 Diachronic Change  

A few noticeable trends can be observed in the results of the historical use. In the cases 

of cactuses/cacti, nebulas/nebulae and vortexes/vortices, there is a general preference 

for the Latin plural throughout history with only a few temporary exceptions, such as in 
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the 1960s when the distribution between vortexes and vortices were equal and in the 

1840s where cactuses had more tokens than the Latin counterpart. Another phenomenon 

that these three plural pairs share is the seemingly random peaks for one or both of the 

forms. As briefly mentioned in §4.1, a few of these peaks can be explained with a 

comparison to the singular form. In the 1990s there was a peak in both cactuses and 

cacti, with the Latin form remaining the favoured of the two, which can be connected to 

a similar peak with the term cactus in general.  

The observable peaks for the plural forms of cactus are not uniform but 

rather fall into one of two distinct patterns. The first is the pattern where both plural 

forms experience an increased usage which indicates a use that is seemingly parallel 

between the two forms since the peaks affect both. The second pattern is the increase of 

use for one of the plurals whilst the other remains the same or decreases. This pattern, as 

can be observed in 1910 and 1970, could be indicating a usage where one of the forms 

is actively chosen instead of the other. One theory as to why these patterns occur could 

be dependent on the contexts in which the plurals are used. If, for example, the 

cactuses/cacti happen to be a popular academic topic during a specific decade then 

chances are that only the Latin plural would increase since it seems to be the preferred 

form within that category. However, since COHA does not provide information 

regarding the contexts in which the tokens appear, the theory is based on the 

contemporary distribution between categories and can therefore not be proven or 

disproven without further investigation.  

For the plural forms of nebula and vortex, the previously mentioned 

second pattern is most commonly observed, that is, only the Latin plural increases in 

use whereas the English plural remains the same or either decreases. In these cases, no 

similar peaks can be observed for the singular nouns which means that these peaks 

cannot be connected to a general temporary increase in use of the nouns in question. 

One possible explanation to this is the same theory as was presented for the second 

pattern observed for cactuses/cacti, that is, that the plural forms were used within 

categories where only the Latin plural is preferred, though the same issue remains with 

proving or disproving this theory. However, one could argue that it seems unlikely to 

have such a drastic increase of use in the plural forms without any visible correlation to 

a singular form. Another possibility for this could be related to the corpus construction, 

however considering the size of COHA as well as the fact that it is classified as 
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balanced would not support the appearance of seemingly random peaks due to corpus 

composition. However, it is also possible that these peaks are not as drastic as they may 

seem but are simply due to the general lack of tokens for these plural forms, which 

would make a rather insignificant change seems like a big leap. For example, if the 

tokens for vortexes and vortices were to be placed in the same graph as millenniums and 

millennia, the peaks for vortices would no longer be noticeable. In this case it would 

also mean that these peaks, or distribution patterns, are linked to a random language use 

and not a concrete enough basis to draw conclusions about general language use.  

 A distinct development can be observed for the plural forms of 

millennium, where the English plural was the preferred form up until the 1960s. This 

indicates that the borrowed inflectional morpheme has been incorporated into the 

language through a nativization process where it has adapted to the borrowing 

language’s grammatical structure (Hock and Joseph, 2009). Whilst all of the plural 

forms in this study have, to a certain degree undergone a nativization process, seeing as 

an anglicized version does exist for all of the nouns, the preferred use of millenniums 

would suggest that the process was more successful for this noun. The drastic change 

from the earlier preferred use of millenniums, where millennia increased in use whilst 

millenniums decreased, would indicate that these plural forms underwent the opposite 

process in the 1960s, that is, a hyper-foreignization process. As the use of the singular 

noun increased as the shift of the millennium approached, a logical explanation to the 

change in use would be that this increased frequency caused a reassessment of the 

preference and as a result hyper-corrected the usage back to the original Latin form.   

 

5.2 Contemporary Use 

As can be seen in the results, the Latin plurals dominate the categories magazines and 

academic, with the English plurals barely having any tokens. Based on this data, a claim 

could be made that a certain code-switching element is present in the use of these 

plurals. A connection can be made to the theorizing by Bauer, Liber & Plag (2013) 

regarding the use of Italian plurals, where the use of the inflection is considered as code-

switching rather than being part of the English nominal inflection due to the fact that 

they are used in very specific contexts and fields, for example musical terms such as 

castrati and virtuosi which are preferred to their English plural counterparts when used 
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in connection to classical music (Bauer, Liber & Plag, 2013, p. 139). Even though 

similarities can be found, a direct comparison would not be supported by the fact that 

the Latin plurals are used within several fields, and not only the two mentioned 

categories magazines and academic, which is not the case for the Italian plurals. 

However, the fact that a consistent preference can be observed would support the 

argument that a certain level of code-switching does affect the use of these plurals, 

especially if factors such as stylistic effect and desire to evoke a certain emotion or 

reaction (Matras, 2009) are considered.  

When it comes to the use of the plural forms of cactus, the existing 

recommendations (see Appendix 1) can be summed up to the preference of cacti in 

printed sources and within the botanical field and the preference of cactuses in ordinary 

use as well as when referring to specific plants. As can be seen in §4.1, the actual usage 

does correspond with these recommendations fairly consistently. Cacti is preferred 

within the printed sources magazine and fiction whilst the category of news is 

comparatively more evenly distributed between the two forms. In the close analysis it is 

possible to see that whilst cacti is more frequently used when referring to a specific 

species cactuses is used as well, which would follow both the recommendations for use 

within the botanical field as well as for a more specific use. However, deciding what 

counts as a specific plant and what counts as the botanical field might be confusing to 

language learners, which might be an explanation as to why both of the forms appear 

within both of these categories. The slight advantage for cactuses within the broader 

general category could be linked with the recommendation of ordinary use. However, it 

should be noted that the distribution is fairly similar between both of these plural forms 

of the random samples which does not show any overwhelming preferences in use.   

The preference for nebulae rather than nebulas continues from the 

historical use to the contemporary use, with the actual ratio of 17:1 surpassing the 

estimation of 9:1 made by Garner based on ngram data (2016) in favour of the Latin 

plural. The Latin plural is clearly preferred in the two major categories academic and 

magazines whilst the other categories are evenly distributed between the two forms. 

However, there are very few total tokens within these other categories. Additionally, the 

possibility of the English plural being used as the name of an award or as a possessive 

rather than as a plural further minimizes the amount of data available for comparison. A 

possible explanation for this overwhelming preference for the Latin plural could be 
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found in the contexts of which the plural is used. Since it is referring to a very specific 

astrological, or in some cases medical, phenomenon it is most commonly used within 

the academic field. It is therefore possible that the plural was simply never nativized but 

rather loaned as a whole concept and kept that way since no change in context has 

occurred.  

 When it comes to vortexes and vortices, a similar pattern of distribution 

can be seen as for nebulae and nebulas with a consistent preference of the Latin plural 

as well as the majority of the tokens being found within the categories academic and 

magazines. However, the use of the English plural is comparatively more common, with 

the ratio of use being 4:1 in favour of the Latin plural which is less than the 12:1 

estimation made by Garner (2016). The close analysis showed a preference for the 

English plural in literary contexts which could be an explanation to this distribution. 

Similarly to nebula, vortex is a noun most commonly used within scientific contexts 

which encourages an academic use which allows for an interesting discussion when it 

comes to its use within non-academic contexts. For example, the preference for the 

English plural within the category news as well as the indications of preference for 

literary contexts could indicate a possible insertional code-switching behaviour 

(Muysken, 2000) of the speakers, indicating a use which is strongly linked to the 

academic field.  

 Unlike the previous two nouns, the plural forms of millennium are 

frequently used in almost all of the observed categories with a considerably larger 

number of total tokens. Throughout all of these categories, millennia is clearly favoured, 

with a ratio of use being 21:1 compared to the estimated 17:1 within American English 

(Garner, 2016). This consistent preference further indicates that the plural noun has 

undergone a hyper-foreignization process as previously suggested in §5.1. This change 

could have several explanations, as explained by Hock & Joseph (2013). It could be a 

case of prestige-related language use, where the Latin plural was deemed to have more 

prestige than the English one and therefore regained its popularity or it could simply be 

that the general increase of use led people to believe that the Latin plural was the correct 

one. This development could indicate that there is a connection between increased 

commonness in use and general preference for Latin plurals, however, further study 

regarding the diachronic change in use of popular Latin nouns would be required in 

order to prove or disprove this theory.  
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6. Conclusion 

This study aimed to investigate a few different aspects related to the use of English 

plurals in comparison to their corresponding Latin plurals, one of these focusing on how 

the use has changed over time. Three conclusions can be drawn about the diachronic 

aspects of the plural forms. The Latin plurals have generally been favoured, a weaker 

nativization process can be observed for nouns within the scientific field and 

millenniums went through a hyper-foreignization process in the late 20th century as it 

increased in popularity and use.  

As for the contemporary use, it can be said that the existing 

recommendations are being followed to a certain extent. Whilst the estimations for the 

ratio of usage between the two plural forms are not too accurate, such as the 

overestimation of the use of vortices and the underestimation of the use of millennia, the 

existing indications for category usage are more accurate. The general recommendation 

to use Latin plurals in academic contexts (as well as printed sources) is true for all the 

nouns within this study since the observed English plurals, especially vortexes and 

cactuses, are used in literary and general contexts rather than specialised ones. 

However, some of the recommendations might be difficult for a language learner or user 

to follow, such as confusion in the distinction between the botanical field and specific 

plants when it comes to the use of cactuses, and cacti, and could therefore be an 

explanation as to why these, to a certain extent, appear in both contexts.  

 In the discussion, a possible theory was mentioned regarding whether or 

not the use of Latin plurals within English could be counted as cases of code-switching 

due to their use in rather specialized and academic fields. However, the occurrences of 

the Latin plurals within other contexts, to a varying degree for the different nouns, 

makes this theory difficult to prove and could be an interesting aspect to investigate 

further. The results of this study have raised a few other interesting points of further 

investigation as well, such as whether the nativization process is less prominent for all 

scientific loan words (as can be seen for both nebula and vortex) in comparison to other 

types of loan words? Or perhaps other patterns in the use between English and Latin 
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plurals would be discovered if a thorough study was made with several nouns from the 

different Latin inflectional patterns, incorporating more variables for consideration.  
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Appendix A 

 
Cactuses and Cacti 
According to the Cambridge Dictionary, a cactus is a type of desert plant with succulent 

stems and spikes. The first known use of the word within English was in 1738 

(Merriam-Webster: cactus). Whilst the word is originally of Greek origin, it was 

borrowed into English from Latin, and had at that point conformed to Latin inflectional 

patterns (Quirk et al., 1985). Both the Latin plural and the English plural are commonly 

used with cacti being the predominating option within modern print sources and 

cactuses being the preferred plural in ordinary use (Garner, 2016, p.137). According to 

Cambridge, there is a general preference for the Latin plural form for -us endings when 

referring to the botanical field. However, the English plural is sometimes preferred 

when referring to specific plants.  

 
 
Nebulas and Nebulae 
Nebula was first use in English in the 1600s, then with the meaning a cloudy speck that 

caused problems with eyesight (Merriam-Webster). This meaning changed in the early 

1700s when it started referring to interstellar clouds of gas, which is the definition that 

is still used today (Merriam-Webster; Cambridge) Both nebulas and nebulae are 

actively used as the plural form with nebulae is seen as the traditionally more common 

plural form. Garner (2016, p.612) describes nebulas as being “not uncommon”, with the 

ratio of use being 9:1 in favour of the Latin plural. The Latin ending -ae is more popular 

with scientists and scholars while the English ending -as is used in nonspecialized 

writing (Cambridge).  

 
Millenniums and Millennia 
A millennium is a period of a 1000 years, with the first recorded use in English being in 

the 17th century (Merriam-Webster). Millennia is the most predominating noun in all 

English varieties, even though millenniums is more common in AmE than in other 

varieties. The ratio, according to Garner (2016, p.549), within World English is 19:1, in 

favour of the English plural, and 17:1 in American English. Historically, the preference 

has fluctuated, with millenniums gaining popularity between the mid 19th- and the mid 
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20th century. In some American publications, using the English plural for second 

declension nouns is common (Garner, 2016, p.594). According to Cambridge, millennia 

is most commonly used however millenniums can be used when writing for a general 

audience. American English is more open to using the -ums ending than other varieties, 

such as, British. 

 
Vortexes and Vortices 
The word vortex has two definitions in different categories. Within the natural sciences, 

a vortex is “a mass of air or water that spins around very fast and pulls objects into its 

empty centre” (CD: vortex). However, if used in literature a vortex is “a dangerous or 

bad situation in which you become more and more involved and from which you cannot 

escape” (CD: vortex). The latter definition is commonly only used in singular. 

According to Garner (2016) both vortexes and vortices are being actively used, with 

vortices as the commonly recommended version. An estimate of the frequency of use is 

given with the Latin plural outnumbering the English plural 12:1. According to 

Cambridge, it is recommended to use the English plurals for everyday context and Latin 

plurals for specialized contexts. 
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